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TaitWatch
SPECIFICATIONS

Performance monitoring, 
incident notification, 
and asset tracking.

KEY FEATURES

 } Monitors your radio infrastructure and radio network for 
real-time and historical reporting

 } Immediate notification of incidents with alarms, priority 
notifications for system warnings and other signs of 
impending incidents

 } Web portal access to extensive reports including activity, 
system capacity, channel usage, talk group usage for 
management and planning 

 } Secure network access and data storage

 } High reliability systems with automatic failover

 } Service Management Centers located around the globe

TaitWatch monitors your radio network, 
notifies you of incidents and impending 
problems, and tracks your assets. 
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TaitWatch
SPECIFICATIONS

Tait is your complete supplier of radio communications equipment offering mobile, portable and infrastructure solutions. Tait is renowned for its 
flexibility, responsiveness and commitment to producing innovative world-class mobile radio communications products.

Specifications are subject to change without notice and shall not form part of any contract. They are issued for guidance purposes only.

The word “Tait” and the Tait logo are trademarks of Tait International Limited. Tait is an ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004 certified supplier.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING

Call Activity Capture and store all data for reporting 

System Logs Capture and store all data for reporting

Outage and performance notifications
Email
Text
Pager
Voice

Reports on Call Activity

Available daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annually for:
- Radio ID
- When calls occurred
- Which group or individual radio each call targeted
- Total elapsed time each radio was active

Reports on Radio Activity

Which radios are getting queued and how frequently 
Which radios are using excessive time and how much
Quantify rejects individual radios received
Know the alias of all radios in use

Reports on Channel Usage 

Detailed statistical summaries by hour, day or entire time period for:
- Number and duration of each call type
- Percentage of the total available time that a channel was used
- Any channel malfunctions that were recorded

Other Reports Available on request (additional charges may apply)

ASSET TRACKING

Web-based Tracking 

Stores asset identification, location, and ownership information
Monitor asset transaction history (movement)
Manage asset status (i.e. active, inactive, spare)
Set the next preventative maintenance date and the appropriate interval between PM inspections
Record the asset’s warranty and maintenance information
Maintain custom-defined information about your assets
Track detailed costs and funding sources associated with individual assets
Retrieve comprehensive reports on your assets

Reporting Capabilities 
Detailed asset records by agency, user, status, location
Detailed asset records based on transfer history
Other customer-specified reports (additional charges may apply)

SERVICE MANAGEMENT CENTER

24 X 7  Global Coverage
Staffed by professionals fully trained in radio communications, IT and ITIL V3 best practices
Service Management Centers in: Houston, TX; Christchurch, NZ; and Vienna, Austria

Call Outs To designated personnel to alert of incident or warning signs captured by monitoring system

Infrastructure Tracking Tracking configurations, versions and changes

Information Capture Provide detailed information captured through monitoring for incident resolution by local repair teams

CUSTOMER ADVISORY SERVICES

Quarterly Review Meetings

Regional Managers meet with customer-designated representative(s) to:
- Review performance trends, incidents and issues related to the system
- Identify and describe any recommended system changes, upgrades and augmentations
- Recommend and connect to other critical communications resources, services and solutions


